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I would like to offer sincere thanks and congratulations to Longstone Primary for your wonderful 
production of Macbeth as part of the 2017 Shakespeare Schools Festival. Students and teachers 
alike have put hard work, imagination, determination and passion into this production, and were a 
credit to the school. I'd like to take this opportunity to highlight just a few fantastic moments that you 
should be especially proud of. 
 
 The sense of ensemble was strong, especially in movement sequences. The overall effect of the 

choreography/music/physicality of the opening was incredible! 
 The cast delivered their lines with brilliant projection and diction, especially the central 

characters. 
 Innovative interpretations of the Witches and the Porter brought an exciting, unexpected 

dynamic to the performance.  
 The cast worked as a solid team throughout their production day to deliver a professional 

performance filled with exciting characters. The cast’s cheerful attitude throughout the day had 
a positive effect on the whole theatre and the other schools, which really impressed me. 

 The contrast between the scheming moments shared with the audience and the 'public' scenes 
in the play were really clear, making us feel like a fly on the wall in Dunsinane castle. The actors 
gave brave, bold, emotionally mature performances, really capturing the text, and infusing it 
with meaning and expression to aid the audiences understanding of the story. 

 It was clear this talented cast really understood the story and therefore the audience knew 
exactly what was happening on stage with the help of some outstanding narration. 

 The production used beautiful underscoring and a flurry of tartan really set the mood for the 
show - all aiding in creating such a fully realised vision. 

 
A bold, magical Macbeth delivered by an inspiring group of young talent! 
 
Congratulations to everyone involved in this superb production. I hope to see Longstone Primary 
in the Festival again next year. 
 

Drew Taylor 
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